2020 is a dynamic year for higher education policy. WCET and University of Maryland Global Campus have teamed up to help you navigate the choppy waters of higher education policy and prepare your institution for smooth sailing.

The 2020 Summit program will bring together policy-makers, accreditors, institutional leaders, and attorneys to help articulate policy implications for recently released rules and regulations from the Department of Education including accreditation changes and state authorization, as well as discuss proposed regulations on distance education.

Additionally, the Summit will help attendees learn how to articulate potential regulatory impact to their institutions as well as engage with lawmakers and Department officials to provide feedback and help shape future policies and regulations.

Confirmed speakers include:

- Diane Auer Jones, Principal Deputy Under Secretary, U.S. Department of Education
- Aaron Lacey, Partner, Thompson Coburn LLP
- Mary Alice McCarthy, Director, Center on Education and Skills, New America
Audience

The program will draw leaders across higher education departments and sectors that should understand key regulations and polices impacting institutions across the U.S.

Logistics

The Summit will be held at the beautiful University of Maryland Global Campus in Largo, MD, just off of the Capital Beltway.

The Summit will begin at 12:00 PM on April 15 and conclude by 12:30 PM on April 16.

The goal of the Summit will be to connect attendees with people who can inform, guide, and answer questions about how education policies, rules, and regulations, may impact their institution.

Summit registration includes:

- Access to all sessions and speakers.
- Opening reception on April 15.
- Deluxe full breakfast on April 15.
- Lunch on April 16.
- Refreshment breaks on April 15 and 16.

Register today while spots remain!

Thank you to the generous sponsors who underwrite WCET events and programs. Learn why sponsorship in WCET is a great investment and provides 12-months of ROI.